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Inclusive Growth Research Infrastructure Diffusion

- Funded under 7th Framework Capacities Programme (EU)
- 17 academic and European partners
- February 2013 – January 2017

Context:
- EU2020 growth strategy: Inclusive Growth
- Poverty target: 20 mio less people at risk of poverty
- Employment target: 75% of 20-64 year-olds at work
Inclusive Growth Research Infrastructure Diffusion

Objectives:

• **Integrate and innovate** existing European social sciences Research Infrastructures on
  • Poverty and living conditions
  • Working conditions and vulnerability
• by **improving**:
  • Transnational data access
  • Organising mutual knowledge exchange activities
  • Improving methods and tools for comparative research
• In order to create new and better opportunities for **development of evidence-based European policies on Inclusive Growth**
About the project

3 activities:
• Joint research
• Summer schools & expert workshops
• Visiting grants to data infrastructures

4 themes:
• Poverty and living conditions
• Working conditions and vulnerability
• Social policy analysis
• Statistical quality management
**Work in progress: 2013**

- Project website: [www.inclusivegrowth.be](http://www.inclusivegrowth.be)
- First call for **visiting grants** launched (May 2013)

To be expected soon:

- Call for **‘winter’ school**: policy pillar
- Call for **expert workshop**: poverty pillar - indicator building for vulnerable groups
- Call for **summer school** - EUROMOD
Working conditions and vulnerability

Context:
EU2020 strategy: new skills for new jobs initiative

Main challenges:
• Address lack of tools to identify new jobs and new skills; measuring skill demand and supply
• Occupations and required skills: skill-to-occupation mismatch
• Comparison & harmonisation of job quality indicators, occupational health and safety indicators and Laeken indicators – innovation of the JQ concept
• Measurement of working conditions of vulnerable groups
Working conditions and vulnerability

Joint research activities

• Create tools for harmonising the measurement and comparison of occupations/job content and their skills requirements EU-wide
• Tools to detect and classify new emerging jobs and new skill needs in WC & OHS surveys
• Improve inventories and reviews considering WC & OHS (web-based platform incl. meta-data)
• Identifying determinants of vulnerability connected with economic changes and employers’ behaviour and mapping vulnerable groups in work
Working conditions and vulnerability

Summer schools

1. Policy workshop November 2013: New skills and occupations in Europe
   • Call: July ‘13
   • Event: November ‘13 – Brussel

2. New skills new jobs
   • Call: January ‘14
   • Event: July ‘14 – Amsterdam

3. Quality of work: conceptual innovations and measurement
   • Call: November ‘14
   • Event: June ‘15 – Paris

4. New skills new jobs: July ‘15 - Amsterdam

5. Quality of work: conceptual innovations and measurement: March ‘16 - Paris
Working conditions and vulnerability

Expert workshops

1. WS1: New skills new jobs: tools for harmonising the measurement of occupations EU-wide:
   - Call: September ‘13
   - Event: January ‘14 – Amsterdam
2. WS2: Tools to detect and classify new jobs and skills in WC and OSH-surveys
   - Call: October ‘14
   - Event: February ‘15 – Brussels
3. WS3: Use of linked employer – employee data: September ‘15 - Paris
4. WS4: Job quality indicators and vulnerability: July ‘16 - Amsterdam
Hope to see you soon at one of our InGRID events!
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